3 Steps:
1. Pennoyer / Traditional Bases
2. Long-Arm Statutes
3. Minimal Contacts / Constitutional Test /
International Shoe Co (ISC)

Appearance

Express Consent

Domicile

In-State Service

Pennoyer Framework
(In Personam)

Broad: Statute follows
Due Process Clause.
Go on to ISC

Specific

Continuousness

Long-arm statutes are used by
states to determine whether the
state will hear a case concerning
a nonresident defendant.
Defined solely by state statutes.

International Shoe
YES

Long-Arm Statutes

Personal Jurisdiction

Also known as the Due Process
Clause & 14th Amendment
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Usually grants personal jurisdiction; two
differring opinions:
Scalia - Use Pennoyer; ISS grants PJ
Brennan - b/c Shaffer v Heitner
subsumed Pennoyer into ISC, use ISC to
analyze ISS

Person: Residence + intent to stay
Corporation: Principal place of business,
state of incorporation

Purposeful
Availment

General

Narrow/Enumerated:
See if activity falls
within statute, and if
so, go on to ISC. If not,
state won't hear the
case.

Relatedness

Nonresident uses
benefits and
protections of state,
thereby
volunteering
themselves into
state's personal
jurisdiction

Stream of
Commerce

Calder Effects
Test

Brennan: SOC
If putting goods into
SOC and they end
up in state, then
P.A.
O'Connor: SOC+
Need above PLUS
intent to target
forum state

Nonresident is
intentional
tortfeasor & effects
of tort are felt in
forum state

Reasonableness
Can be given through contract, such as in
Carnival Cruise; nonresident agrees to
litigate in a particular state
Burden on
Defendant
Nonresident shows up in court without a
special appearance

Must not be
prohibitively
inconvenient for
defendant to litigate
in forum state; due
process must be
upheld for
defendant

Interests of
Plaintiff

Plaintiff chooses the
forum state in which
to litigate

Interests of
Forum State

Forum state may
want to hear case in
order to protect
citizens from a
certain behavior

